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 Domenico DolceWomenswear progresses in leaps and bounds, fueled by the readiness of females
to use what may at that time be regarded as the radical or outrageous."Women are into fashion,
men are into design, style can be forever" – Not so menswear –menswear evolves, slowly. But from
what? Behind nearly every item in the modern male closet is a "first of its kind" – the definitive item,
often designed by a single organization or brand for professional use, on which all subsequent
versions have been structured (and originals which are now collector items in the booming classic
market). their provenance and background, the tales of their style, the brand/business that started it
all and how the item shaped just how men outfit today.Icons of Men's Style examines, garment by
garment, the most important and famous of these products –
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excellent read I opened this book a few hours ago and haven't put it down since. Not that focused.
Every bit is informative-not just in a sartorial sense, but culturally how the clothes became what it
really is today. Five Stars beautiful med. In the following decades, the jacket was worn by the Mod
community who embraced the cheap, military surplus coat to protect their sharp suits because they
rode their scooters through sun and rain.Explaining the What and just why makes this book a
successful compilation of men's fashion iconography. Great book if you don't wear suits regularly I
came across this book extremely informative and useful. They both love clothes and both put them
on well.I have found that after filling in the must have pieces, I feel like there isn't much more We am
needing unless something wears. Great book for men and women I fist noticed this publication while
buying in the Men's Dept.I outfit casually for function and for everything else, so this book may be of
more help individuals who don't wear matches regularly. at Nordstroms.I fell deeply in love with the
cover.. and history Cool Men's Style Publication With Great Photos!thanks a lot because of this
book all involved Style This book is a classic. So handsome! Nice book with a great overview of
men's designs (not style).The book is fascinating.I was intrigued not only because of the styles and
clothing however the history behind the garmentsI got it as a gift for my fiancé and his adult boy. I
had maybe 1/2 to 2/3 of the pieces discussed in the publication and the book normally packed in
the gaps of what else I might need (ie I had a leather bomber jacket, but not a cotton barracuta
type jacket).It is read for women and men. Recommended.actually for anyone that loves clothes!.
Many great photos of classic film superstars. The photos display great style. Great Men's style
book. I in fact bought the book because of the many amazing photos! This publication has many
great design strategies for men. The reserve has great details on the annals of men's clothes. Items
such as: The Bomber Coat, The Trench Coating, The Pea Coat, Denim jeans and many more. Very
interesting and exciting book. Style, not fashion.I did not want to appearance beyond the cover! It
contains a rich background of men's style staples, from the deck shoe to the biker jacket. Focused
an excessive amount of on pre-war styles, requires a contemporary update. For instance, the
M-1951 jacket emerged in olive green and not the normal olive drab, because it was produced post-
WW2 and the higher-ups thought that the surplus of olive-drab military color being worn by laborers
was devalued..that picture of Gregory Peck! Accounted for are all of the classic hits of men's style
and the gentlemen who wore them best. Follow this guidebook and you'll be worthy of a seat at the
table with Sinatra, McQueen, JFK, Bond and all the rest. Incidentally, how's your bird, baby? Four
Stars Nutrients in here for sure..
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